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1. Introduction
• Weather hazards affect the safety of personnel on 
aircraft and the efficiency of the National Airspace 
System
• Wind, visibility, and turbulence are among the 
most common weather hazards involved in aviation 
accidents, and air traffic delays and closures
• The Aviation Weather Center and Center Weather 
Service Units are the two primary agencies that 
provide accurate aviation forecasts
Figure 2. (a) Weather related aviation accidents and (b) weather hazards involved in these accidents.
Figure 1. The number of weather related aviation accidents in 
each state for the two time periods 2000-2001 and 2014-
2015.
• These statistics may be an underestimate of the 
number of weather related aviation accidents 
because there may not have been enough data at 
a particular location to determine if the accident 
was weather related
• The NTSB determines the weather hazards that 
caused an aviation accident, not a meteorologist, 
and as a result, there are multiple weather hazards 
that can be placed into other categories
• Precipitation causes low visibility and creates 
slippery runway conditions
• Weather hazards will greatly affect smaller aircraft 
more than larger aircraft
3. Results: Weather Hazards and Aviation Statistics 5. Discussion Points
4. Results: Injury and Fatality Statistics 
• Aviation accidents are investigated by the National 
Transportation Safety Board (NTSB) and the 
Federal Aviation Administration
• Data was attained through the NTSB’s Aviation 
Database for two time periods: 2000-2001 and 
2014-2015 in 13 states
• A basic statistical analysis was performed on the 
data
2. Methodology
• The majority of weather related aviation accidents 
were caused by wind hazards, particularly 
crosswinds
• Most pilots did not file a flight plan
• Landing and in-flight phases were affected the 
most by weather hazards
• Most aviation accidents were a result of 
weather being associated with a pilot error
• Most accidents reported no injuries and were 
nonfatal
• *Weather related aviation accidents involved 
mostly VERY SMALL AIRCRAFT
6. Conclusions
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Figure 3. (a) The type of flight plans pilots filed prior to takeoff. (b) The phase of flight the aircraft was in when weather hazards caused 
difficulties. (c) Cases where weather was a contributing factor to another error.
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